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Introduction
Overview

If a man does not keep pace wi
with his companions,
ompanions, perhaps
pe
it is because
be
he hears a different
rent drumm
drummer. Let him
m step to the music in which
whi he
hears, however
wever measured or farr away.
awa

—Henry David Th
Thoreau

D

B
ro
w

ifferent
ifferentiated
instruction
ction is certainly
cer
one
ne of the most
mo commonly
monly used
phrases in the field of education
phras
e
on today. Eve
Every professional
sional conferconfe
ence includes multiple sessions
se
dealing
ealing with d
differentiated
ated instruction.
instruct
Educational vendors
ndors are sure
s
to use
se this term to make the most of their
marketing efforts. Differentiated
instruction
topic of conDiff
uctio is frequently
quently the to
versation at staff meetings
m
and in teachers’ lounges
ounges thr
throughout the
country.
y. In fact, in a recent
nt search on a popular search
arch engine,
eng
when entering “differentiated
“different
instruction
nstruction definition”
defin
more than 1,060,000
1
sites are
found.
ound. Yet despite
de
thee frequency with which
ich this ter
term floats through edudi
re are
ar still many
y unanswer
cational discussions,
there
unanswered questions related to
the pra
practice of differentiated
d instruction.
ion.
The term differentiated instruction
on has bee
been around since the 1950s. It
w
was commonly used to refer to providing in
individualized instruction delivered to meet the needs of each
ch student. Thi
This commonly used term created
ated instru
the illusion that differentiated
instruction and individualized instruction
were one and the same. Unfortunately,
rtun
this misconception still exists today
and often intimidates teachers into thinking that they need to do 20 sets of
lessons for each of the 20 students in the class. While individualized
instruction is one aspect of differentiation, differentiated instruction offers
more manageable and realistic approaches to reach the varied needs and
strengths of students, and it also addresses the diversity in the classroom.
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Beyond Differentiated Instruction

THE PROCESS OF
DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION
Step 1: Examine standards and objectives to be taught. Determine the
type of knowledge demanded of the standard and/or objective.
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Step 2: Establish the conceptual understanding related to thee facts
cts and
skills required.
Step 3: For any fact or skill, determine
min the level of fluency
uency
ency needed for
fo
mastery.

nt student ac
acti
hat address tthe facts
Step 4: Design independent
activities that
red,
d, along with accommodations
mmodations
odations fo
and skills that are required,
for students
chieving mast
he facts and skills.
who need support in achieving
mastery off the
sonal knowledge
knowle
knowl
rre
Step 5: Reflect on personal
and attitudes related
to resources,
d the
he students.
the content, and

eassess
sess students
studen
student in knowledge
owledge of facts,, skills,
ills, con
Step 6: Preassess
conceptual
andings,
ndings, exper
experi
s, attitudes, motivations,
mot
mo
ons,, and ideas.
idea
understandings,
experiences,
Step 7: Determine st
strategiess for instruction
instructio at different levels of
o cognitive
nitivee
processing
roc ing to inc
include concrete,
con te, repres
representational,
ional, and abstract
abstr processes.
rocesses.
esses.
Step 8: D
Determine the flow of
o classroom
m activities
ctivities to include
in
e individual,
small-group, and
small-g
small-gro
nd whole-group
whole-grou instruction.
ruction.
ion.

Step 99: Determine
termine
mine benchm
benchmarkss of student performance,
per
pe
ance,
e, and develop
deve
tools for ongoing measurement
measu
mea
ent
nt of progress.
progress

ro
w

Step 10: Develop se
selections
ons and
and criteria
criter for the
he summative product
pro
or
performance
reflectt th
the intended
erformance
ormance tha
that accurately
urately
ely refl
ref
ended
ded outcomes
outcome of
o the unit.

B

SUMMARY
UMMAR

Facts and skills make up
p the foundational
fo
tional
al level of knowledge
kn
know
and need to be
considered differently than conceptual
consid
conside
eptual
al understandings
understandi
unders
when designing differentiated instruction. Fluency
feren
y and
d accuracy are the keys to mastery at this
level. Therefore, after initial instruction,
le
truction, the student
stu
activities should primarily involve independent practice
actice to master
maste both accuracy and fluency. For
some students, however, additional
dditional supports
supp
su
and/or instruction are needed.
Differentiated instruction may
ay be
b needed
nee
to provide accommodations and
strategies to support becoming
ming proficient in the facts and skills.
Accommodations and supports at this knowledge level are different from
ones provided at other levels of knowledge. In these cases, where accommodations to processing are needed, differentiated instructional focus is on supports that increase fluency of the retrieval of facts and skills rather than true
automaticity.
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When Jen first started teaching, one of her favorite activities to start a unit with
was to have students work in groups to choose a vocabulary word from the
upcoming unit and predict the word’s meaning. She would then provide an accucu
rate definition and ask students to compare their prediction to her providedd definition. She considered this a form of preassessment because she and the students
dent
were able to evaluate how close their definitions were to accurate definitions.
efinitions.
tions.
After Jen learned more about the purposes of preassessment, she realized
zed she had
made some mistakes in considering this a preassessment.
While it was a good activit
activity,
rea
activity
it was part of the learning process ratherr than
part of the preassessment
process. By
an ppa
sessment proces
process
having students work in groups, she was able
le to get a generall idea
ea of student performance levels but never got any dataa for individual st
students. Shee was not able to use the
stu
information from this activity to
instructional decisions
learned that there
o base instructio
instructiona
sions on. Jen learn
were better tools and activities
her to preassess
students.
tiess available to he
reassess
sess her stu
stud
Jen changed her activity
realization.
vity after this re
on. She still use
used vocabulary words
as part of her preassessment.
provided students with tthe words and related
essment.
ent. She pro
pictures. Students worked
independently to match each word with
ked indepen
h a related picture. The students
which the
nts colored or highlighted
h
ted the element in thee picture
ure tto w
vocabulary term
referring. If the
vocabulary term,
erm
rm was referrin
referri
he student did nnot know
ow the vocabu
vocabula
m,
they were encouraged to indicatee that by leaving the picture
ure uncolored
uncolored.

B

ro
w

The be
me
s for
or preassessment
pr
prea ess nt involve
nvolve prov
g a certain
best methods
providing
mount of in
tion
n and askin
aski students
dents
ts what sens
y can make of
amount
information
asking
sense they
it.
t. One very effective
tivee conceptual preassessment
ssessment
sment is through
thr
h thee use of wordwor
activ
ti
p
ded with a group
grou of words
gro
rds with which
whic
w
sort activities.
Students are provided
miliar
liar and are requested
rre
ed
d to arrange the
t words
ordss into categories
categorie
categ
they are familiar
or
hips
ps that make sense
se to the student.
studen The
he student processes
process the
proc
relationships
wordss and
nd provides a rationale
onale
ale for the
hee gr
groupings.
ngs.
gs. For deeper pr
processing,
the process
ocess is repeated
repe
more than one
on time.. Thiss forces students
o
stude
stu
to think
more
re deeply an
and more
re critically about
abo the
ab
he ideas
deas they have.
ha
This provides
the
he teacher with
w insight
ight regarding
regardi the conceptual
ceptual knowledge
kno
knowle
the students
hold in rel
relation to the concepts to bee taught.
ught. (See Figu
Figure
F
5.2.)
For sstudents at a primary
Fo
mar functioning
mary
ctioning
ning level who
w are not reading words,
pictures can be used in place of words. For eexam
pictu
example, if the preassessment
involved the types of food on the food pyramid,
in
inv
pyram
py
the pictures could depict
types of food. If the preassessment
eassessment
ssessment invol
involved
inv
animals, animal pictures
could be used. Both are examples
xamples in whi
which students at all levels have had
experiences and will be able
le to sort
s the pictures into a variety of categories.
There is no one correct way
this type of activity. The purposes
y to complete
com
are to provide insight into the thinking of the student completing the activity
and to assess the current schemas the student has developed in relation to the
topic being studied. The words should be familiar ones to the student rather
than new terms. This is not presented for the purpose of learning new vocabulary. The criterion for the selection of terms is that the terms be part of essen-
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Let’s take a look at our teacher, Jen, and her thoughts as she works
through this process and completes this chart. As teachers practice these
metacognitive processes and become familiar with the questions to be asking, the process becomes more natural and takes less time. Working in colollaboration with another professional also makes the process more effective
ctive
and less demanding for a teacher.

Example of the Metacognitive
nitive
ive Process
P
of a Teacher

Jen begins the process by looking at the
he state and local standards
ndards she is required
to address during the semester.
er. She is teachi
teaching physical
ical science an
and must teach
her students about states of matter. She rea
reads thee standard
andard that says, “Students
will identify four states off matter
atter and rec
recognizee that
at changes in state can occur.”
Jen understands the simplistic
mplistic
listic nature o
of this standard. She re
realizess th
that these are
just a set of facts and she needs to increase
ease
se the level of knowledge
wledge
ge in
i order to
provide a qualityy learning expe
exper
experience.. She asks herse
herself whyy it is imp
importa
important for
students to know
now
ow this, and sh
she determines
rmines that the real idea
dea here is abo
about statess
of matter being able to ch
change when condition
conditions change.
nge. She asks hhe
herself again
at is important
mportant ffor herr st
ents to lea
d how it could aapply to their
heir
why that
students
learn and
tha she can
an take
ake a different
ffere approach
proach
oach or lens fo
ffor thiss standard
lives.. She thi
thinks that
and
nd teach he
her students the idea th
that outsidee factors
ctors influen
influence and
d can create
owerful
werful cha
chang
d sees how tthat could
ould connect tto
powerful
change. Shee is satisfied wit
with this and
events
ts in hhistory, characterizatio
characterization
aracterizatio in literature,
iterature, math
mathe
mathematical
cal functions, tea
team
sports in PE, and
nd
d music histo
histor
history. She iss satisfied that now she has somet
something to
work with.
Her nextt step is to d
determine
ine the facts
cts
ts and
an skills required for th
that sstandard.
She comes
this list:
omess up with th
thi

ro
w

•
•
•
•

B
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There ar
are four states
tates of matter
matter: solid,, liquid,
id, gas, and pplas
plasma.
Temp
Tempe
Temperature playss a role in d
determining
mining
ng states of matt
matter.
C
Com
Combining matter can
an affe
af
affect thee state.
e.
Data collection is needed to document
D
cument chan
change.

She thinks about her students
dentss and what tthey may or may not know in relation to these facts. She thinks
ks some of her stu
students may know a few, and others
will have no exposure to these.
ese. In ord
order tto find out what they know, she will
need to do a preassessment. Shee determ
determines that she will have students create
de
a table that reflects predictions of ch
change in states of matter when certain factors are provided. She comes up with the following preassessment that students
will complete on their own so that she can assess their level of knowledge of
the related facts:
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